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culating in several African countries (20, 28, 29). Geographic
spreading and intermixing of genetic subtypes of HIV-1 may
typify the epidemic in coming years (40).
Despite these advances, a full description of HIV-1 variants
in many regions, including those with significant HIV-1 incidence and prevalence that may participate in early vaccine field
trials, is often lacking. For sites harboring complex mixtures of
variants, analysis of a large number of isolates from several
different segments of the population may be required. Here we
contribute 21 new full-length env gene sequences from isolates
collected in eight countries in Africa, including some locales
which are participating in early preparations for vaccine trials.
These data contribute additional isolates to previously described env subtypes, provide evidence of more complex mixtures of genetic subtypes in some countries, and provide one
sequence that may represent a prototype sequence of its
respective env subtype.

Soon after the discovery of human immunodeficiency virus
type 1 (HIV-1) as the causative agent of AIDS, the significant
genetic variability of this virus evoked intense interest. The
broadest dimension of viral variability emerged from the initial
comparisons of genetic sequences of HIV-1 viruses from North
American and European patients with those from African
patients (1–3, 18, 36). Significant but less dramatic variability
was observed for virus isolates from individuals in a single
geographic locale (37, 41). Within individual patients, a swarm
of highly related but individually distinguishable viral variants
was detected during the course of infection (11, 14, 27). These
concepts have served as a durable framework for subsequent
genetic analyses and underscored the need for an international
focus in the collection of genetic data for the design of
prophylactic vaccines.
Recently, an expanding genetic database for internationally
collected HIV-1 isolates has added significant new dimensions
to geographic aspects of virus variability (20). Concomitantly,
concepts of local viral variability in population segments that
may form early vaccine trial cohorts have undergone considerable refinement (5, 19, 24, 30). Among the major findings of
this initiative, perhaps the most significant is the emergence of
several genetically equidistant clades, or genetic subtypes,
defined by both env and gag gene analyses. Some subtypes are
not yet fully described, either because they are recognized
solely on gag or env sequences or because few isolates are
available for analysis (5, 12, 20, 25, 29). Evidence for local
cocirculation of viruses from different subtypes continues to
emerge. Some recent examples include the presence of subtype
B and subtype E viruses in Thailand (24, 32, 33), subtype B and
subtype F viruses in Brazil (19), and multiple subtypes cocir-

MATERIALS AND METHODS
HIV-1 isolates. Virus isolates were from the peripheral blood mononuclear
cells of HIV-1 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)- and Western blot
(immunoblot)-seropositive individuals and were collected during the period 1989
to 1991. The isolates, the geographic locales from which they were obtained, and
the year of their isolation were DJ258, DJ259, DJ263, DJ264, and DJ373
(Djibouti, 1991); GA-VI525 (Gabon, 1990); KE89 and KE124 (Kenya, 1990);
SN364 and SN365 (Senegal, 1990); SO145 (Somalia, 1989); UG266, UG268,
UG269, UG273, UG274, and UG275 (Uganda, 1990); ZR-VI191 (Zaire, 1989);
ZM18 and ZM20 (Zambia, 1989); and ZM184 (Zambia, 1990). HIV-1 isolates
from Gabon, Kenya, and Zaire were contributed by Martine Peeters and
Marleen Temmerman at the Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine
(Antwerp, Belgium) and by Hugo Van Heuverswyn at Innogenetics (Ghent,
Belgium). Isolates from Uganda were contributed by Hans Wigzell at the
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden. Isolates from Djibouti, Senegal, Somalia, and Zambia were from the collection of the Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research (Washington, D.C.), whose contributors included Curtiss Hayes,
Peter Perine, Beth Ungar, Douglas Watts, and other members of the Military
Medical Consortium for Applied Retroviral Research.
Virus isolation and preparation of DNA for PCR. Ficoll-separated peripheral
blood mononuclear cells from HIV-1-seropositive individuals were cocultivated
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The genetic diversity of the envelope glycoprotein of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) isolates
was studied. HIV-1 isolates were obtained from eight countries in Africa: Djibouti, Gabon, Kenya, Senegal,
Somalia, Uganda, Zaire, and Zambia. The DNA sequences encoding the complete HIV-1 envelope protein were
PCR amplified and sequenced. Phylogenetic relationships among the 21 sequences from this study and the 32
previously published full-length env HIV-1 sequences were determined. Twenty of the newly sequenced African
isolates could be assigned to envelope subtypes A, C, D, and G. One isolate, collected in Zambia, did not belong
to any of the eight previously described subtypes and may represent a prototype sequence of its envelope
subtype. The phylogenetic classification of these isolates was strongly supported by bootstrapping and the
congruence of trees generated by either distance methods or maximum parsimony analysis. The data presented
in this study confirm the existence of several genetic subtypes within the global HIV epidemic and broaden the
genetic variability previously observed for envelope subtypes. The geographic spread of different subtypes was
shown to be substantial, and the notion of cocirculation of subtypes was reinforced.
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RESULTS
Sequencing of the gp160 gene. In this study, we determined
the nucleotide sequence of a 2.5-kbp segment that encodes the
env protein (gp160) of 21 HIV-1 isolates collected in diverse
geographic locales in Africa. The isolates were not obtained as
part of any systematic study of the diversity of HIV-1 within
any country but were collected for various clinical and epidemiological studies. Isolates were from south-central Africa
(Zambia), central Africa (Gabon and Zaire), East Africa
(Kenya, Somalia, and Uganda), and West Africa (Senegal). A
selection of genetically diverse isolates (21 of 63 isolates) was
made on the basis of available gag sequence information or
results obtained with subtype-specific amplification primers
(21). The env sequences of the selected isolates were obtained
by PCR amplification and molecular cloning of a 3.3-kbp DNA
segment encompassing the regulatory genes tat, rev, vpu, and
part of nef as well as the gp160 coding region. At least one
full-length clone was obtained for each isolate studied. The
entire gp160 region of one clone was sequenced for each
isolate; sequencing encompassed both strands of DNA, and all
sequence ambiguities were resolved. The majority (17 of 21) of
the selected clones contained an intact open reading frame for
gp160. The clone from isolate DJ258 had a premature stop
codon at amino acid 22, isolate UG275 had a stop at position
285, and GA-VI525 had a stop at position 681. One isolate
(UG274) contained a 1-bp deletion that resulted in a frameshift mutation at nucleotide position 1058. No unusual insertions or deletions were observed, and the lengths of gp160

sequences varied between 2,498 (SN364) and 2,659 bp
(ZM20). The previously reported range was 2,512 to 2,604 bp.
Phylogenetic analysis of HIV-1 isolates. Previously, phylogenetic analysis of a 721-bp segment of the env gene established the existence of five different env sequence subtypes of
HIV-1 (29). A sixth env subtype was identified among isolates
from Brazil (19, 34) and Romania (9). Recently, env subtype G
was attributed to isolates from Gabon and Russia (4) and env
subtype H was documented for isolates from Zaire, Cameroon,
and the Central African Republic (17). We performed detailed
phylogenetic analysis of the 21 African env sequences obtained
in this study to determine their relationships with previously
published sequences.
Pairwise alignments of the 21 sequences showed various
degrees of genetic distance between isolates. The gp160 nucleotide sequence differences between some Djibouti isolates
were especially low, with only 5% difference between DJ263
and DJ258. The highest pairwise difference was observed for
isolate ZM20, with 24% difference relative to KE124, ZRVI191, and GA-VI525. Inspection of the distance matrix
showed the clustering of isolates into at least three major
groups (data not shown); however, some isolates showed little
resemblance to any other isolate. To allow a more detailed
analysis of genetic relationships, a multiple alignment of all
known complete gp160 sequences was built. This alignment,
which contained isolates from 13 countries, formed the basis
for phylogenetic analyses. All sequences from this study and 32
previously published sequences of env subtypes A through G
were included. The recently published (17) subtype H isolates
were not included, as only partial env sequences are available.
Phylogenetic analysis was done by a distance-based method
(neighbor joining) and the maximum parsimony method. DNA
distance methods use pairwise nucleotide distances to sequentially group pairs of isolates that are most closely related (35).
Maximum parsimony or minimum evolution analysis constructs trees that require the smallest number of evolutionary
changes to explain the differences observed between the
sequences tested (38).
In the phylogenetic tree based on neighbor-joining analysis,
several major groups of related isolates were easily discernible
(Fig. 1). We used the env subtype nomenclature proposed in
the 1993 Los Alamos HIV database to refer to these groups
(29). env subtype A previously contained two isolates from
Rwanda (KIG93 and SF170), one from Zaire (Z321), and one
from Uganda (U455). Seven isolates were added to this
subtype: three had been collected in Djibouti (DJ258, DJ263,
and DJ264), one had been collected in Kenya (KE89), two had
been collected in Uganda (UG273 and UG275), and one had
been collected in Zaire (ZR-VI191). env subtype B contained
mainly isolates collected in the United States and Europe;
none of the African isolates from this study belonged to this
subtype. env subtype C included viruses from Djibouti (DJ259
and DJ373), Somalia (SO145), Senegal (SN364), Uganda
(UG268), and Zambia (ZM18 and ZM20). The 1993 Los
Alamos database lists five other viruses of this subtype; one
was collected in South Africa, and the others were collected in
India. Most of the early Zairian isolates belonged to env
subtype D (Z2Z6, ELI, NDK, and MAL). Five isolates were
added to this subtype, and their origins were Kenya (KE124),
Senegal (SN365), and Uganda (UG266, UG269, and UG274).
The five currently available full-length gp160 subtype E sequences derive from HIV-1 isolates collected in Thailand (23,
24). Partial env sequences from a study of Central African
Republic isolates may provide additional members of this
subtype (28). None of the African isolates from this study
clustered with the E subtype. Similarly, none of the 21 isolates
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with phytohemagglutinin-stimulated donor peripheral blood mononuclear cells
in the presence of interleukin-2 as previously described (6). Cultures were
supplemented with donor cells every 3 to 4 days, and p24 antigen production was
monitored by ELISA. Positive cultures were expanded to 2 3 107 cells over a 2to 3-week interval. Reverse transcriptase- or p24 antigen-positive cultures were
harvested, and DNA was extracted, purified, and quantitated by optical density
at 260 nm (22).
Molecular cloning and DNA sequencing. The full-length env (gp160) gene was
amplified by PCR. Amplification primers were in tat (JL67, 59-tag agc cct gga agc
atc cag gaa gtc agc cta; JL68, 59-ctt agg cat ctc cta tgg cag gaa gaa g; JL85, 59-ccg
tct aga tag atc cta gac tag agc cct gga a; and JL86, 59-ccg tct aga tgc tgt tta ttc att
tca gaa ttg g) and nef (JL89, 59-tcc agt ccc ccc ttt tct ttt aaa aa); primer
combination JL86-JL89 was the most successful (10 of 21). The conditions for
PCR amplifications were 10 mM Tris–50 mM KCl (pH 8.3)–1.5 mM MgCl2–
0.01% gelatin–200 mM dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP–100 pmol of each
primer–1 mg of DNA template–2.5 U of Taq polymerase (Perkin-Elmer) in a
volume of 100 ml. Thermocycling was performed by rapid heating to 958C,
holding at 958C for 30 s, cooling to 558C over 1 min, holding at 558C for 30 s,
heating to 728C over 30 s, and holding at 728C for 7 min. Amplification was for
35 cycles. Two microliters of PCR product was ligated in TA vector (Invitrogen).
After transformation of Escherichia coli and plating on X-Gal (5-bromo-4chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-galactopyranoside) plates, white colonies were picked and
screened with a p32-labeled probe (SK70) (31). Plasmid DNA of positive clones
was purified (Qiagen plasmid kit) and used as a template for sequencing.
Sequencing was done with fluorescent dye primers or terminators (Applied
Biosystems) by using thermal cycle sequencing with Taq polymerase. Electrophoresis and data collection were done with an Applied Biosystems 373A DNA
sequencer.
Analysis of data. DNA sequencing projects were assembled and edited by
using Seqman II, Editseq, and Mapdraw (DNAStar). Multiple alignments of
DNA or protein sequences were done with CLUSTAL V (16). Phylogenetic
analysis was performed with PHYLIP 3.5 (10), the input sequences for isolates
were randomized with the jumble option (where applicable), and all trees
constructed were unrooted. For DNA distance methods, we used Dnadist.
Neighbor-joining trees were built with Neighbor, and Fitch-Margoliash trees
were built with Fitch. Maximum parsimony trees were generated by using
Dnapars. The statistical robustness of both neighbor-joining and maximum
parsimony trees was assessed by bootstrap resampling (100 data sets) of the
multiple alignment; bootstrap consensus trees were built by using Consense.
Protein neighbor-joining trees were constructed with Protdist (Dayhoff PAM
matrix) and Neighbor.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The GenBank accession numbers for
the env sequences obtained in this study are L22939 through L22957, L23064,
and L23065.
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clustered with subtype F isolates from Brazil. One of the
isolates collected in Zambia (ZM184) did not belong to any of
the above-mentioned groups.
In the phylogenetic tree based on maximum parsimony
analysis (data not shown), the overall branching pattern was
very similar to that observed by neighbor-joining analysis (Fig.
1). The same subtypes were easily identifiable, and the clustering of isolates in subtypes was identical. As in neighborjoining analysis, isolate ZM184 did not cluster with any of the
major env subtypes but appeared to be a genetic outlier.
Overall, 52 of the 53 sequences were classified into seven env
subtypes. A partial env sequence multiple alignment that
contained subtype H isolates VI557 and CA13 failed to group
isolate ZM184 within this subtype. These findings fortify the
current classification and, concomitantly, lend significance to
ZM184 as an outlier of the eight described env subtypes.
Recently, two groups independently described the isolation
and sequencing of highly divergent HIV isolates (ANT70 and
MVP5180) obtained from Cameroonian patients (13, 39). The
genomic organization of these isolates, designated subtype O,
is similar to that of HIV-1 isolates. However, env genetic
difference from any previously described HIV-1 strain was
about 50%. None of the isolates obtained in this study
belonged to highly divergent subtype O. Figure 2 shows a
phylogenetic analysis of the env protein of the HIV-1 isolates
analyzed in this study, the two published subtype O isolates,
and two isolates obtained from naturally infected chimpanzees.
This analysis illustrates the clear distinction between any
known HIV-1 subtype and subtype O or chimpanzee isolates.
Analysis of protein sequences. The gp160 DNA sequences of

the 21 isolates obtained for this study were translated into
protein sequences. The neighbor-joining protein-based trees
showed a branching pattern similar to that from DNA-based
analysis (data not shown). Seven protein env subtypes were
identified, and the clustering of isolates in subtypes was very
similar. In contrast to DNA-based phylogenetic analysis, isolate ZM184 weakly clustered within env subtype D (bootstrap
value, 82 of 100); DNA-based phylogenetic tree analysis did
not group it with any subtype.
Figure 3 shows a multiple protein alignment of all known
gp160 sequences; the isolates were grouped according to
subtype. A near-perfect conservation of the 18 cysteine resi-

FIG. 2. Phylogenetic relationship of HIV-1 isolates to simian immunodeficiency viruses isolated from naturally infected chimpanzees [CIV (Ant) and CIV
(GAB)] and to subtype O isolates.
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FIG. 1. Phylogenetic tree of HIV-1 on the basis of env DNA sequences. The gp160 multiple sequence alignment was resampled by the bootstrap method (100 data
sets); a consensus tree generated by neighbor-joining analysis is shown. Branch lengths for the consensus tree were calculated by using the maximum likelihood
algorithm. The horizontal and vertical orientations of branches are noninformative and for clarity only; branching patterns and branch lengths reflect phylogenetic
distance relationships. The seven env (A to G) subtypes discussed in the text are delineated (arcs); numbers in parentheses are bootstrap values for the delineated
subtypes.
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FIG. 3. Amino acid sequence alignment of the HIV-1 env protein. 2, identity with the consensus sequence; z, gap in aligned sequences; X, corrected frameshift;
a space, premature stop codon. Isolates that belong to the same subtype (A to G; Fig. 1) are grouped. p, cysteine residues; 1, amino acids believed to be involved in
gp120-gp41 interaction; ˆ, the leucine zipper motif; #, the CD4 binding site. Hypervariable domains (V1 to V5) in the gp120 molecule and an immunodominant domain
(ID) in gp41 are delineated by solid lines.
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FIG. 3—Continued.
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FIG. 3—Continued.
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FIG. 3—Continued.
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DISCUSSION
The population of the African continent is burdened with a
significant portion of the global AIDS epidemic and, in the
absence of effective measures to prevent new infections, at risk
for increased incidence and prevalence of HIV-1 in coming
years. The genetic diversity of HIV-1 in Africa is known to be
substantial, but most current descriptions of the regional
prevalence of variants lack a broad and representative sample
base and are insufficiently detailed to provide a firm foundation for planning antiviral interventions. Here we have reported a genetic analysis of 21 additional HIV-1 isolates
collected in Africa.
The genetic variability of internationally collected HIV-1
isolates in general, and of African isolates in particular, has
been confirmed and extended by the data presented here. As a
framework for analysis, we used sequences from the seven
genetic subtypes of HIV-1 (designated A through G) for which
full-length env DNA sequences were available. Most isolates in
this study belonged to subtypes A, C, or D, while subtypes B,
E, and F were not found. One isolate was classified as subtype
G. Other studies have reported on env subtype G isolates
collected in southern Russia (4) and Gabon (17). However,
one isolate, ZM184, did not belong to any previously recognized subtype. Evidence for an additional env subtype (subtype
H) has previously been obtained from isolates collected in
Zaire and Cameroon (17); none of the isolates in this study
belonged to this subtype. Thus, a relatively small collection of
isolates contained members of four known subtypes and an
isolate not related to currently recognized subtypes. However,
no claims about the proportions of subtypes in any locale can
be made since the initial sampling was not random and an
additional selection for divergent viruses was made on the basis
of gag sequencing information and PCR typing.
The impression that subtypes of HIV-1 are continuing their
geographic spread has been reinforced. The geographic separation of the locations from which isolates of subtypes A, C,
and D have been recovered has been broadened. Previously,
subtype A isolates had been found in Rwanda, Uganda, and

Zaire. We found subtype A isolates not only in Uganda and
Zaire but also in neighboring Kenya and Djibouti, 1,000 miles
to the northeast. Subtype C isolates, previously recovered from
Zambia, Malawi, and South Africa, were also found in Uganda
and, interestingly, 2,000 miles away in Djibouti and more than
4,000 miles away in Senegal. Similarly, subtype D isolates, first
recognized among isolates from Zaire, were also found in
Uganda, Kenya, and Senegal. The number of genetic subtypes
recovered from some of the locales studied has also been
extended. For example, isolates of three subtypes were recovered from Uganda, and isolates from Zambia included subtype C and, potentially, an additional subtype represented by
ZM184. The expanding and overlapping geographic ranges of
multiple genetic subtypes add new complexity to planning
antiviral interventions that are influenced by genetic variation.
Data concerning genetic variation of HIV-1 are currently
focused on two structural genes, gag and env, that differ widely
in function and overall sequence conservation among HIV-1
and related primate lentiviruses. The full-length env sequences
reported here greatly expand the compendium of such sequences and provide an opportunity to contrast and compare
gag and env full-length sequence databases. Two main points
emerge from this comparison. First, gag and env phylogenetic
trees have essentially identical topologies, each with seven or
more distinct, well-separated subtypes. Second, gag and env
subtype assignments are largely congruent. Among the 38
isolates for which complete gag and env sequences could be
found, 28 were assigned the same subtype. Five isolates from
Thailand clustered with subtype A isolates when the gag gene
was analyzed (20) but formed a different subtype, called E, in
env analysis (24, 29). Similarly, three viruses from Africa
exhibit a subtype A gag sequence but a subtype D env sequence; these are the early Zaire isolate MAL and two viruses
from this study, KE124 and UG266, from Kenya and Uganda,
respectively. Isolate ZR-VI191 was classified as subtype G for
gag and subtype A for env; isolate GA-VI525 was classified as
subtype H for gag and subtype G for env (29). Current data do
not permit a complete interpretation of these findings, but dual
infection of a single individual with HIV-1 viruses of more than
one subtype or recent or historical intersubtype recombination
events are among the possibilities.
It appears that HIV-1 subtypes may be unevenly distributed
geographically and/or in different population subsets and may
be present at widely different frequencies, making adequate
sampling difficult. Epidemiologic surveillance of HIV-1 subtypes is an important and ongoing element of preparation for
global antiviral interventions. The recent introduction of rapid
subtyping methods, such as the heteroduplex mobility assay
(7), may facilitate collection of this information in coming
years.
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